Mom spots Jon and Jill. They just sit. “Summer is not fun. What is there to do?” sad Jon asks Jill. “I cannot think of fun things,” sad Jill tells Jon.

Mom makes a list on a tablet for Jon. Mom makes a list on a tablet for Jill.

“Take these lists,” Mom tells them. “Go hike. As you spot things printed on these lists, put dots next to them. Can you find these?”

Jill jumps up and yells, “I will find them, Mom.”
Jon just grins.

Jill and Jon hike. Jon spots plastic bunnies.

“Did Mom want live bunnies or fake?” Jon asks.

“Mom just printed bunnies,” Jill tells Jon.


Jon and Jill spot nests, red plants, dogs, cats, old pennies, bikes, mommies in dresses, big kids in glasses, bike baskets, milk boxes, and elm trees.

Jon and Jill put dot after dot on those tablets. In a bit, just one thing is left. It is cute twin babies.

Jill and Jon did not spot cute twin babies at first. But they know that the Jensens have cute twin babies. The Jensen home is by Tell School.

Jon and Jill race to that home. Dad Jensen is on an old quilt on the grass. So are the cute twin babies! Jon and Jill put dots on their tablets.

“Hi, kids! Your mom said you might stop by. She gave me notes for you,” Dad Jensen tells Jon and Jill.

Those notes said, “Is summer fun now?”

“Yes!” yell Jon and Jill.

Dad Jensen smiles. He tells his cute twin babies. “One summer, I will make lists for you two, too.”